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Minutes from the Annual General Meeting of the
Kingborough District Cricket Club
Held on the 26th of August 2020
Present:
David Mazengarb, Paul Vincent, Cathy O’Brien, Elisha O’Brien, Samuel Martyn, Alyssa Small, Sarah Ward,
Damon Ratcliffe, Thomas Martyn, Robert Martyn, John French, PhillipScott, Jeff Ross, Adam Mahar, Shane
Holland, Jake Vincent, Andrew Henley, Bryce Turnbull, Jake Steele, Lincoln Street, Jason Shelton, Trent
Keep and Clive Rose.
Apologies:
Robert Godfrey, Wayne Steele and Tim Scott.
Minutes from previous AGM:
Moved Sarah Ward and Thomas Martyn.
Business Arising:
Season Report: David Mazengarb spoke to his report, stating that the new grandstand was now functional
and thanked the board for all their hard work, especially Simon Burgess who acted as Project Manager.
The grandstand was a great addition to the club and contributed to a great start for the season which was
sadly cut short due to Covid 19. It is great to be back to the business of cricket and at this stage no issues
due to Covid19.
Paul Vincent thanked all the players, volunteers and sponsors, with special thanks for John French and
Phillip Scott for their continuous support.
Financial Report:Despite alot of club money spent on the grandstand still in a good position. Improved
scoreboard is the next major project, with $30,000 already secured from the council. The boards
responsibility is to maintain the strong financial position.
Moved David Mazengarb and Alyssa Small.
Election of Office Bearers: A small committee is not sustainable, while it worked this past year, we need to
grow the committee. David Mazengarb thanked everyone on the board.
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Presidents Report
The 2020/2021 season was another strong season off the field and some
mixed results on the field.
Playing wise the club secured its 4th CTPL Club Championship in a row and
we have now won 6 out of the last 7 CTPL Club Championships.
Congratulations to the Men’s 3rd Grade team on their Premiership success
and it was a great way to send off retiring club legend Bryce Turnbull.
Congratulations also to the U15’s Boys team on winning the T20
Premiership. Thank you to all the Coaches and Players for your efforts
throughout the season and a special thanks to Head Coach Adam Maher and
Women’s Coach Marc Owen who have decided to take a break from
Coaching. The club appreciates the contributions they have made to the club
over the past years.
To improve our cricket programs, we have created the Director of Cricket role
who will be responsible for appointing and developing our Coaches from the
2021/22 season and seeks to create ‘best practice’ in all aspects of KDCC
cricket management.
We have a huge amount of talent coming through our Female & Male cricket
programs and as a club we are looking to ensure that we are giving our
players the best chance of being the best cricketers they can by having the
best Coaches and facilities in the State.
An update off field I just thought I would take you through on how we are
tracking to our strategic goals. In 2017 under the guidance of previous club
President, Mr John French the club went about setting a 3-year strategic plan
in which some ambitious goals were set that I will share and how we have
gone achieving these objectives:
1. Implementing a KDCC administration position to help the ever-increasing
workloads on volunteers.

Implemented in 2018 and has continued to evolve over the years.

2. Grandstand development – capacity 350 seats.
Completed in 2020.
3 . Scoreboard Replacement – suitable for 1st class cricket.
Funding secured and on track to be in place prior to the start of 2021/22
season.
4. Second turf wicket ground within the Kingborough municipality.
We are in ongoing discussions with the Kingborough Council on this matter. We
have had Council approval on a 2nd turf wicket and have secured the required
funding. We are just waiting on Council to confirm a start date that we are
hoping will be confirmed prior to the start of the season.
5. Increased volunteer base
This is ongoing, but by pure numbers we have increase slightly in this area but
still nowhere near enough to say we have achieved this objective. Some work
still required in this area.
6. Increased sponsorship
As per above we have increased our Sponsorship but nowhere near enough to
say we have achieved this objective. Some work still required in this area.
The Board will continue its best endeavours to build best practices on and off
the field and will continue to look at ways to improve the club in all areas.
To finish I would like to thank our Coaches and playing group for their ongoing
passion and commitment. To our volunteers, what a wonderful group of people
we have that do so much, from our ladies that make the rolls to our covers
crew, bar crew and everyone else that has helped not only this season but over
the past several seasons we thank you very much for your contribution. A big
thank you to our wonderful sponsors who without there continued support we
would not exist.
To all please stay safe and look forward to catching up with everyone in the
coming months.
Regards,

Paul Vincent
President

Chairmans Report

The Chairman’s role at the Club is to ensure a good governance framework is
delivered for the Club and to monitor and improve that framework as suits the
Club needs from time to time.
Part of the governance framework is to ensure the conduct of regular Committee
meetings to ensure critical obligations of the Club are being appropriately
managed. These obligations extend to all stakeholders, particularly all players
(senior and junior), parents, carers and family of players, coaches, casual staff
and volunteers of the organisation.
The Club also has responsibilities to its co-tenant Kingborough Tigers Football
Club, the Kingborough Council and the State Government and generally the
Kingborough Community. The Club also recognises its particular responsibilities
to Cricket Tasmania and to the cricket community at large in its desire to
promote and encourage participation in the sport of cricket.
From a governance perspective 2020 – 2021 season has been a very positive
one. We have welcomed a number of new members to the Committee and they
have exceeded expectations from the start. I make special mention of Elisha
O’Brien who has displayed exemplary skills as Secretary and made the
Chairman’s role far simpler through her support. I also make special mention of
Damon Ratcliffe, our Treasurer, who as quickly embraced this demanding but
necessary role and delivered the Club excellent support over the last 12 months.
These significant contributions along with the longer serving members of the
Committee place our club in a strong position to address the challenges of the
future.
We have had our challenges throughout the last 12 months mostly through
necessary improvements to our on and off field protocols and arrangements as
a result of the COVID pandemic response. The efforts of all – led by our Club
Administration Manager, Cathy O’Brien – have demonstrated the depth of our
capabilities of addressing challenges head on and providing a safe environment
for all at the Club. The timely and appropriate guidance and support of the
Tasmanian State Government and Kingborough Council greatly assisted.

I will leave the Club President and the Junior Development Officer (with
succession now in place) to report on the on field progress and developments.

From the overall Club administration viewpoint, the Club’s Committee has
worked tirelessly in the best interests of the Club. The Committee has
welcomed new members this season which has been fantastic and provided
greater depth and capability.Overall the Committee has worked cohesively and
with great expertise to ensure uninterrupted operations for the players and all
members of the Club. I thank all members of the Committee for willingly giving
their time and efforts to ensure the Club is well run for its players and members.
We will also look to continue to broaden the Committee membership and
provide opportunities for regeneration in the upcoming season.
It was pleasing to see the new grandstand in full operations last year. As
reported last year it is a truly magnificent addition to the Club and the funding
contribution of the Tasmanian State Government and the support of the
Kingborough Council have been greatly appreciated throughout the design and
construction phases.
All at the Club were pleased that the State Government and Kingborough
Council have provided further funding to support the Club with a new and long
overdue scoreboard. This means that another key strategy of the Club will be
delivered before next season.

David Mazengarb
Club Chairman

Treasurers Report

In a year not without its challenges, primarily brought about by COVID limitations
on operating conditions, the club again produced a sound result.
Overall income, without allowance for grant income, reduced 6.5% when
compared to the previous year and this reflects the challenges associated with
organizing Club activities in a rapidly changing COVID environment. The
reduction of only 6.5% is in fact an excellent result under the
circumstances.Expenses for the same period also increased by 1.85%. The
combination resulted in an operating cash surplus of $9,112 in real terms once
the Depreciation on the Grandstand (being a non-fund item) was backed out of
the overall financial performance.
During the year the club was successful in securing a grant from the State
Government for $100,368.40 to put towards our new scoreboard. With the
$30,000 previously provided by the Kingborough Council and a contribution of
club monies this project is now under way and we hope to have the new
scoreboard installed and operational prior to the commencement of the coming
season. We would like to thank the State Government for their significant
contribution to this upgrade.
The club remains in a strong financial position and will continue to make
appropriate investments of your funds to maintain and upgrade the facilities for
all member benefits.
The clubs current healthy position could not be achieved without the efforts of a
very loyal and hardworking band of volunteers and we take this opportunity to
pass on our thanks to them.
Damon Ratcliffe

1st Grade Captains Report
2020/21 was a challenging year for us, the loss of key personnel in Trent and Gurinder, and the
uncertainty of COVID-19, but ultimately, I could not be prouder of the club and the way our 1st grade
side conducted themselves in season 20/21.
To our board and volunteers, I thank you for your ongoing hard work and the support you provide
our players. Your sacrifices enable us to simply just turn up and play the game we love. Our
community club is built on the back of this, we are a family club, which is something that all clubs
are envious of and something I know will keep our club at the top of the premier league moving
forward.
I would also like to acknowledge and congratulate Phil Scott on his Cricket Tasmania Merit award.
Phil is the lifeblood of our club, once a player, a junior coach, a board member and now a valued
volunteer. From Kingston Beach Oval to the Twin Ovals, Phil provides the connection from the past
to the present for our great club. We love you mate, and thanks for your continued love, support, and
passion for the club!
To our coaches, I thank you so much for the time and resources you put into the entire cricket
program. Led by Adam, you all have so much passion and care for the club and us players. The
passion is infectious, and we have loved working under you this season. I first hand have seen the
work you guys put in, a lot of which goes unnoticed.
To our male playing group, I thank you guys for the commitment you have given the club this
season. Another club championship is reward for the commitment and work we have put in. We are
strong, connected group, and there are no surprises that we continue to win such awards.
Our 3rd grade side claimed another premiership, it is a testament to this group of players and the
cricket they consistently play. It is never the same XI week to week but under the leadership of
Bryce they have continued to simply get the job done and are deserved premiers, congratulations.
Our 2nd grade side ultimately fell short in the semi-final, and although a disappointing finish to the
season, I feel every single player has contributed and improved within this grade. This season
allowed us to identify and expose our younger players to senior cricket, in which they all have
performed admirably. Our older senior boys were able to lead these young players and more
importantly for themselves have had consistent and arguably their best seasons as senior
cricketers. Keep driving and striving to improve, this is an exciting group and I hope to see many of
you performing and pushing for higher honours next season.

To my boys in 1st Grade, it was a challenging year for us. Reality is we finished bottom; we need to
acknowledge it but ultimately, we cannot go any lower and it has provided us a clear path moving
forward. The contrast of in the changerooms post the last game tells a story, we were shattered,
and New Town celebrated like they had won a flag as they had avoided the wooden spoon. The
differences in reactions gave me confidence that we are not going to accept mediocre results
moving forward and we will do the work to become better cricketers to ensure it does not happen
again. Let us remember this and let this drive we strive to improve in season 2021/22
The key learning for the entire squad is that 1st grade cricket is hard cricket, this is now known to
many of our group who have played at the level. You come up against professional players and like
it or not this is where players are rated and our club is rated externally, we need to embrace this and
the challenge it presents.
Our side had some great days of cricket and should be buoyed by the fact we were able to take
some top sides the distance, but just struggled to win the key moments in games. The season also
saw some of our players have break out performances, which we celebrated. Win, lose or draw we
would celebrate the little wins post game to ensure positives were highlighted over the negatives.
It can change quickly once we start winning the key moments the results will turn, but we have got
to put the work to make this happen. I would also thank the entire group for supporting me in my
first year as skipper, especially our older heads in Jason Shelton, Clive Rose, and Jake Steele for
their help throughout the season for giving me assistance especially whilst I was bowling.
I have been extremely pleased and excited by the responses we had from player reviews post the
2020/21 season. Everyone wants in and wants to put the work in which really pleasing as we strive
to all improve and achieve the ultimate prize. I have also been fortunate enough to be a part of
some of the planning for the club, our preseason and recruiting. I am very excited and confident in
our direction moving forward and cannot wait to get into preseason with the playing group.
Personally, I would like to thank the entire club for their support this season in my role as club 1st
grade captain. I love this club and am passionate about returning our 1st grade side to finals and
making our players the best players and more importantly PEOPLE they can be. As a leader I have
learnt that I cannot please everyone individually, but what I can do moving forward is what is the
best thing for the CLUB. The biggest thank you needs to go to my family, particularly Erin and Evie,
you both have sacrificed a lot for my cricket and this role but have unconditionally supported me to
fulfil the job for the club that I and you both now love.
I would like to acknowledge two guys who are legends of our club and two of the most passionate
Knights I have pulled the baggy black on with.

Firstly Adam Maher, I cannot thank you enough for all you have done for the club and me personally,
especially entrusting me in the role of 1st grade captain. Like many of us, I started playing cricket
with you at a young age, ever since then you have looked after me and treated me like a little
brother. You have protected me and taught me so much, from my 1st grade debut, the Kookaburra
Cup Premiership, overthrows off your bowling, injuries, gym, general advice, and everything in
between. I like so many at the club owe you a lot, as a teammate and coach you have taught us the
value in being true to yourself, setting standards and competing.
Secondly Bryce Turnbull, I cannot remember this club without Bryce being around. 26 years, 11
flags, including 2 first grade flags, 1 Kookaburra cup and 1 T20 premiership, these results are a
testament to the player and teammate he is. So many roles you have held throughout the club and
your passion and love for the club is so infectious. You are the ultimate team man, will perform any
role, and compete every single week. Even this last preseason you did the additional running
sessions in June, which I know you had always done throughout your career. Players at the club
should take notice, it is no wonder you have won so many flags and are a 1st premiership grade
player. Bryce leaves a massive hole, but I know his legacy will carry on through every player who has
either played or been coached by him.
Adam & Bryce, I wish you and your families all the very best in the future. As our club song goes
‘we’re a mighty bunch of cricketers, each one of us a star’, you two are stars!
In closing, enjoy your time off cricket over the winter months but be ready to go when we start
training, we will only get out of ourselves what we are prepared to put in. We are preparing for an
exciting preseason, one that will test us but will only make us better players and people. Bring on
season 2021/22, Go Knights!

2020/2012 Kingborough Knights Women's season review
After submitting a professional submission and having won the previous 2 Kookaburra cups in the 1st
grade space, Cricket Tas decided we were not worthy of a 1st grade licence for this season. Overnight we
lost our 3 state players, best and fairest, assistant coaches and u15 coach just 4 weeks before the 1st
match.
This gave the core group of senior women some unique opportunities to perform in different roles in a
revamped 2nd grade competition. Some girls were essentially just fielders in seasons gone by and now
were batting in the top 6 and bowling their 4 overs. They learnt very quickly and their personal results
showed they were more than capable to perform under these new scenarios. One comment was "I've
scored more runs this year than my last 6 put together" Mixed in with the core 5 or 6 senior players were
the future stars of the competition in our u18 girls. All our junior u18 girls are involved in CT pathway
programs and showed some great signs against some very experienced opposition teams and will be
better for their experience moving forward. If they stick together as a unit - they will be a strong little team
in years to come. Unfortunately we finished just percentage out of the finals in 2nd grade.
Our u18 team played some very good cricket throughout the season against the 3 other strong clubs
(girls playing regular 1st grade cricket from Newtown and Clarence) and managed to finish on top of the
ladder. We hosted Clarence but unfortunately came up just short due to the Roos having a couple of 1st
grade girls getting away from us.
U15 girls also had a great season and were very committed to training/learning the skills required. Some
were given the opportunity to play u18 and did a fantastic job.
Alice Kelly took on the role as captain this season. She did a fantastic job on and off the field. She got the
girls together and they really enjoyed each other's company at functions and social events. She lead from
the front and was never afraid to ask a question to develop her knowledge. Well done Keggs.
Leah was our assistant coach/VC and was her usual committed and enthustaic self throughout. She
would always give 100% and help out wherever she could. She even committed to training the u15 team
in the 2nd half of the season too. Well done Leah.
Special thanks to Sarah Ward for scoring all year - makes everyone's job so much easier. Thanks again.
Thanks to all the parents for helping out in u15 and u18s. Junior sport does not happen without your
assistance so thanks again.
Congratulations to all the trophy winners - well deserved on your achievements.
I'm sure that if this group has a big pre season and they all stick together next season, success will not be
too far away.
Marc Owen

Womens Captains Report
The 2020/21 season was very different from previous years with the inclusion of a second grade
competition. Unfortunately, we missed out on a spot in the first grade competition, resulting in
the loss of key players. Instead on dwelling on the decision, we decided it was a great
opportunity to build a new team of young players which we would be able to grow and develop
throughout coming years. This also allowed several girls to step up and be given the opportunity
to grow as a player and individual, which was definitely shown through several personal and
team achievements.
Unfortunately, this year we missed out on finals by percentage. Despite this, we had some great
wins such as bowling North Hobart out for 19 runs, and making the winning run against South
Hobart Sandy Bay on the last ball. Some outstanding achievements that deserve recognition
include; Smallsy reaching 100 premier league games for the club, Ellie taking a hattrick from four
deliveries and Shelby making her highest premier league score.
Although we didn’t finish the season how we would have liked, I am so proud of each of the girls
for the effort, passion and commitment they showed throughout the year. We grew incredibly
close as a team, which I think will be beneficial moving into next season, and I am very excited to
see where this team will go.
I would like to say a big thank you to Marc for all he has done for our group over the last couple
of years. His passion for the game and developing our team provided many great opportunities
and is the reason we have such a bright prospect for the future.
Alice Kelly

SECOND GRADE SEASON REPORT 2020/2021
The leading second grade team of the past decade, the Kingborough second grade group had high
hopes leading into the 2020/2021 season. A few personnel changes from the 19/20 season, but
much the same nucleus of players turned out for pre-season. A few omissions from the first grade
team late in the piece meant opportunities for younger players and gave them invaluable exposure
throughout the season.
Round 1 vs Clarence. Unfortunately, the game ended in a draw, but not before all five bowlers
(Ross, Street, Hemingway, West and Rodgers) had their way with the Clarence top order, holding
them to 9/140 before the rain brought a premature end to play. A few ‘Thomas Davey Café and
Take Away’ salad rolls were consumed and off we went empty handed. Round 2 saw the Knights’
first win of the season and a comprehensive one. Batting first, Kingborough battled to 235 on the
back of a faultless 136 from Jake Vincent. A mature and fighting innings from Jake, with only
scatterings of help along the way. We thought 235 would be around par, but were found to be wrong
as we skittled Uni for 104. Cam Walter in his return game from injury was a class above, securing
5/28 from 15 overs. He was ably supported by all bowlers. Sent to follow on, Uni collapsed before
rescuing the innings late at 6/162: thus resulting in 6 points to the Knights. Round 3 saw another
fighting century, this time to Alex Vincent. Rescuing us from 6/79, Alex Vincent and the second
grade ‘GOAT’ Jesse Hemingway combined for a counterattacking 156 for the 7th wicket. Alex
finished on 143, Jesse on 69 and Richard Cowlard chimed in with a quickfire 50. Set 362 to win,
Lindisfarne showed little likelihood of reaching the target and were eventually bowled out for 159.
All bowlers did a great job with Declan West (4/20) the pick of a good bunch. Round 4 saw the
Knights bat first once again and post a competitive 191. Riley Backhouse with a classy 87 the main
contributor. The bowling innings was a typical Knights performance, with all bowlers keeping it tight
and resident hot-head Jordy Baker picking up 3/30. North Hobart all out for 145 and another 6
points to the Knights. Round 6 was the first of two T20’s for the second-grade group. Batting first,
Samuel Martyn decided to bat with ‘freedom’ and punish the North Hobart bowlers for a
swashbuckling 73 off 38 balls. Supported by Connor O’Brien and a few cameos, the Knights posted
156. North Hobart never really threatened the total and finished their 20 overs on 6/132. James
Scott on debut with an impressive 4/23. Round 8 later that afternoon was a rain affected draw with
only the bowling innings completed, young stars Jack Ross and James Scott were the pick of the
bowlers with 1/19 and 2/16 respectively.

Round 9 saw a return to form for off-season recruit Rhys French. Rhys had shown plenty of
potential on and off the field to this point, but his 76 from 56 balls really set the tone in a destructive
batting performance from the Knights. Hemingway with 75 and Martyn with 40, also contributing at
a good rate. 316 was the total set and a likely victory ensued. The round also saw second grade
champion Shane Holland return from injury, and he settled into his work with a ‘Dutchy like’ 1/20
from his 10 overs. Scott and Ross yet again combining for 7 wickets between them, showing great
skill and execution. Lindisfarne bowled out for 126, and the unbeaten run continued. Round 10 was
met with a visit from Brighton, and an early finish followed. Bowled out for 73, Brighton showed little
resistance to the pace of Jordy Baker (4/36) and spin of James Scott (4/2). Prichard, French and
Vincent made light work of the total and the boys (of legal age) were sipping on a St George before
3pm. Round 11 saw the Knights bat first at the Twin Ovals vs Glenorchy. Four scores in the forties
to O’Brien, Vincent, Martyn and Hemingway ensured a competitive 245 was set. Much like most
games prior, the game was never really a contest and a likely victory was eventually had. Holland
the pick of the bowlers with 4/31. Round 12 vs a young New Town loomed as a danger game for
the unbeaten Knights. Batting first, Connor O’Brien showed his class with an unbeaten 137 –
carrying his bat through the 50 overs. Jake Vincent continued his good form with 71, with the pair
combing for 153 for the third wicket. 275 was posted and looked a few too many for the Bucks. The
young New Town side battled hard but eventually fell 90 runs short, thanks mainly to Josh Henley’s
3/27. Round 13 at University oval vs Uni didn’t go to plan from the outset. Batting first, we lost
continuous wickets to eventually scrape to 193. Jack Ross and Riley Backhouse the only batsmen
to show anything with 34 each. The bowling innings was the worst for the season by far and the
strong Uni side chased the 194 in just over 40 overs. A reality check for the plucky Knights.
Round 15 vs SHSB at Brighton saw a washed-out Day 1 turn Day 2 into a shortened long version
fixture. Batting first the Knights posted 6/238 (dec) with Riley Backhouse 72 and young cult hero
Zac Curtain showing his talent with an unbeaten 30 the best of the bunch. SHSB never really
attempted the chase with Declan West terrorising them with 4/20 from 16 overs, as the Bay played
out a draw and ended 5/95. Round 16 vs Brighton in Brighton meant a month full of Brighton trips
for the second-grade group. A coffee and a pie at Brighton’s Best Bakehouse and off we went to
Fergusson Park. With umpire Jase Nicholls crossing his fingers for a Borough toss win, he was
rewarded with Brighton being sent in to bat. A team-bowling performance followed with Brighton
bowled out for 117 half way through the day. French, Backhouse and Ross taking to the Brighton
attack and upon declaration at 5.15pm the score had moved to 1/237. A fine debut second grade
century to Jack Ross (119*) the notable score. Brighton bowled out a second time for 124, leaving
West and Baker to chase the 5 required for an outright victory. Round 17 and the last round of the
regular season saw the 2’s meet New Town. Batting first, the Knights posted 8/359 on a flat twin
ovals wicket. Ross (67), Curtain (52), Prichard (45) and Martyn (68) the mainstays. New Town
showed fight early but eventually fell to a good bowling performance, lead by the ever-reliable
Declan West with 3/32.

Semi-Final vs SHSB was what the group had been waiting for all year. The Knights lost the toss and
got sent in at the twin ovals. A steady flow of wickets stunted any real progress for the Knights and
without Samuel Martyn’s brilliant 98, the score would have been well below par. Bowled out early on
Day 2 and 261 was the target for the boys from Queenborough. A steady start for the sharks was
followed by a phenomenal innings from former Knight, Jack Bowerman. The Knights fought hard all
day, but eventually SHSB passed the total 7 down with Bowerman 130 not out. Declan West the
best of the bowlers again with 3/58.
In what was a disappointing end to a promising season, far more positives than negatives were
gained. Jack Ross produced a fine second grade season with both bat and ball and continues on
his journey towards first grade cricket. Jordy Baker had his best season by far, tasted first grade
cricket and was an important part of the 2s line-up. James Scott showed his immense talent taking
19 wickets at 11 for his debut season. Zac Curtain (the youngest of the lot) debuted and didn’t look
out of place in all games he played, with his 50 against New Town showcasing his talent. The
second-grade best and fairest was won by a brilliant clubman in Samuel Martyn. A well-deserved
reward for a man who embodies the Knights ethos. Strong seasons from others in Jake Vincent,
Declan West, Rhys French and Jesse Hemingway alongside the youth, shows the nuts and bolts of
a strong second grade team for years to come.
Special thanks go to Sarah Ward for her continued scoring for the second-grade team. Her work
sometimes slips under the radar but is very appreciated by all at the club (particularly second
grade).
Lastly to Adam Maher and Paul Vincent, thank you for your support in what was a year of ups and
downs for all of us.
Go Knights and see you all the Twins soon enough.

Tom Bevan

KDCC Third Grade Season 2020/21 Report
The past season was one of huge success for the KDCC Third Grade team. Obviously highlighted by
a dominant Grand Final win at the Twin Ovals.
As usual the Third Grade side saw consistent change in personal on a weekly basis throughout the
season, but with a strong focus on developing some of the club’s junior talent the mix of exuberant
youth and wily experience proved to be a good mix and the core members of the side soon gelled to
perform as a well-oiled machine.
A solid first half of the season saw the Knights enter the Christmas break with five wins, a draw and
two losses. Once January rolled around the Knights really hit their straps, with the side recording a
remarkable 9 straight wins. Glenorchy were beaten comfortably, young gun Zac Curtain hitting his
maiden senior hundred for the club, ably assisted by veteran Liam Perryman. A great team
performance saw the side easily account for New Town, while local entrepreneur Lincoln Street
bashed a century against University to set up the next win, topped off by a five wicket haul to the
moustachioed Nic Shelverton. South Hobart/Sandy Bay were trounced by the cavalier blade of
Henry Prichard, with yet another century and commanding win. Hooch and Horse backed up their
good form the next round with jaw dropping 160 and 106 respectively, both not out. This set the
scene for an authoritative outright victory over Brighton. The seam bowling of club stalwart Shane
Holland was simply unplayable for the Pontville natives, Dutch taking twin 5-fors and, as you would
expect, a match 10-for.
Finishing top of the ladder and with a form line as good as could be hoped for, the Knights 3rd
Graders entered their finals campaign with extreme confidence. However they would come up
against a quality Clarence side who had beaten the Knights earlier in the season.
A couple of injuries hindered the Clarence effort, but they continued to fight hard and the
Kingborough team had to work for every run. Liam Perryman positive as ever scored 78 opening up,
solid contributions from the middle order kept the scoreboard ticking over. At a point in the game
where it could have gone either way we had the pleasure to witness one of the grittiest and
disciplined innings I’ve seen in my KDCC journey. Euan Rodgers, a club cult hero, batted out of his
skin for 263 minutes, facing 248 balls and finally dismissed for a magnificent 58 runs. Ably assisted
by Dutchy Holland, Frog Cummings, Benny Legg and KitKat Garg, Euan contributed to partnerships
totalling 148 from the time he stepped on the field. This changed the course of the game and
basically booked the Knights a grand final berth. Dutchy put the Clarence boys out of their misery,
taking another 5 wicket haul to confirm the win.

The Second Grade team’s semi-final loss had a silver lining for Third Grade as it gave us the opportunity
to play the Grand Final at the Twin Ovals. A rarity for this side to play in our home municipality, let alone
on our home deck (we really should get another turf wicket up somewhere close by).
Kingborough won the toss against Gooch’s SHSB and elected to bat. After losing a few early wickets, the
Knights were settled by young gun Jack Ross who scored a sublime 88. The job wasn’t done yet though
with the Knights only sitting at 6 for 156. They would need another partnership to ensure a competitive
total was reached. Our Afrikaans speaking keeper, Richard Cowlard, and yours truly managed to hold off
the Sandy Bay seamers and then take advantage of some poor bowling late on day one. Cowlard
continued on day two reaching a very well deserved hundred, bringing applause from the large Knights
gallery and some loud chimes from the J.T. French bell (one of my favourite moments in cricket!). Euan
Rodgers again did his thing to soak up as many balls as possible and the Knights posted 328 from 119
overs, a really exceptional team effort! South Hobart’s innings proved to be a fizzer, with their bats
unable to withstand the constant pressure applied by Street, Ross and Rodgers who all took three
wickets to dismiss the Bay for just 120 and hand the flag to the ‘Borough!
Player season highlights include Liam Perryman’s 529 runs with one hundred and four fifties, young
pups Zac Curtain and Dylan White also contributed important runs throughout the season. While
veterans Richie Cowlard and Lincoln Street both scored over 300 runs. Ben Legg was uber-consistent
with the ball taking 23 wickets, while Euan Rodgers and Street, again, took 20 plus wickets. No fewer
than eight under-agers played throughout the season and I strongly believe that each one of them has
the ability to go on to be an important senior player for the club (if not further!).
On a personal note I’d like to thank everyone at Kingborough, both those currently involved and at any
time over the past 26 years that I’ve been a part of this great club.
I will definitely miss walking out to compete with that KDCC logo on my shirt, but I can assure you that I’ll
always be supporting Kingborough as hard as ever!
Best of luck for the upcoming season!
Bryce Turnbull

UNDER 17’s WRAP UP
Another successful season finishing second on the ladder after the roster games, unfortunately losing to
University in the semi-finals.
Let’s start by celebrating some personal achievements for the team. Zac Curtain averaged over 100 for
third grade, stepping up to play the last part of the season in second grade.
Jack Ross impressed with the bat throughout the season cementing his spot in second grade as the
first-choice all-rounder and James Scott’s bowling shone, playing multiple second and third grade
games. Cohen Ratcliffe and Nicholas Shelverton were highly instrumental in helping third grade win the
premiership. Nicholas claimed his first 5 wicket haul against University.
Josh King, Daniel Partridge and Harry Opray demonstrated the ability to play higher levels at the club. I
look forward to watching how these player’s progress. Whilst these mentions are only some personal
highlights from this season, congratulations goes out to all players for your individual growth and
continued dedication to development this season.
A special mention to Damian Ratcliffe and the Ross family for their unwavering support throughout the
season. Your presence did not go unnoticed and was valued. To support the continued development of
our junior players, an increase in off field parent involvement would benefit the team significantly.
In the 2021/2022 season I am expecting over 20 players available for selection which will open
opportunities but also may present some challenges in selection. With so many talented players coming
through the ranks, a particular focus of the club will be in harnessing individual skills, playing to
strengths and creating opportunities to deepen personal development.
A personal thanks to Jeff Ross for your assistance over the past three seasons. Your ongoing guidance
and advice helped me navigate through many different obstacles. Your mentorship aided in my
professional development as a coach, providing a chance and balance on my thought processes.

Richard Cowland

2020/21 Participation
Junior Blasters
38 x 5-8 Year old’s
Program Coaches Connor O’Brien, Jack Ross, Dylan White & Sam Morgan
Master Blasters
25 players registered
4 teams
Program Coaches Connor O’Brien, Jack Ross & Dylan White
Stage 1 Cricket
5 Teams
Kingborough White: Nathan Webb
Kingborough Gold: Tim Leaman
Kingborough Black: Baden Ribbon
Kingborough Knights: Lyndon Stevenson
Kingborough Blue: Marcus Raine
Stage 2 Cricket
2 Teams
Kingborough Gold: Chris Morgan
Kingborough Black: John Pogonoski
U/13’s: 1 Team
Kingborough Knights: Sean Conry
U/15 Girls: 1 Team
Kingborough Knights: Duane Baker
U/15’s: 3 Teams
Kingborough Black: Jaimie Knott & Tony Daly
Kingborough Gold: Trevlyn McCallum
Kingborough Premier League: Ben Legg & Rebecca Stevenson (Mg)
U/17’s: 1 Team
Kingborough Premier League: Richard Cowlard & Damon Ratcliffe (Mg)
U/18 Girls: 1 Team
Kingborough Premier League: Marc Owen

Junior Report
Junior Blasters and Master Blasters
The Cricket Hub, on behalf of Cricket Tasmania, managed the Master Blaster
program for the Kingborough area, with hub run at the Twin Ovals on a Monday
evening. Thank you to The Cricket Hub and particularly the efforts of Joshua
Pride and Ben Legg.
KDCC entered 4 teams at the hub and a big thank you must go to Connor O’Brien
who was assisted by Jack Ross, Dylan White and Sam Morgan in coaching and
managing our Junior Blasters and Master Blaster teams. Although our team
numbers were again low this year in Master Blasters it was again very pleasing to
see several teams from other clubs in the region, with a team from the Kingston
Crows and two teams from each of Kettering and Margate. Encouragingly, we
saw a major increase in our Junior Blaster numbers, from 18 the previous season
to 38 this year.This bodes well for an increase in our Master Blaster numbers next
year.
Each year, the large numbers of children and parents in our region accessing and
using the Twin Ovals every Monday night is a fantastic sight; again, well done to
The Cricket Hub and our KDCC coaches for making this such a success. Also,
thanks to all players and parents who assisted with the activities and modified
games.

Stage 1 and 2 Twilight Cricket
With 5 stage 1 and 2 stage 2 teams, participation again remains very strong in our
primary school age teams. A huge thankyou to our coaches and team managers
for making this season a success.A challenge for this age group is providing a
mid-week training session that is highly sought by the players and parents. With
the generous support of our major sponsor of junior cricket, The Cricket Hub we
were again able to provide Friday night training and skill sessions managed by the
club and these were very well received. Thank you to KDCC’s Connor O’Brien,
Jack Ross, Sam Morgan and Dylan White who ran these sessions on behalf of the
club. All sides contain plenty of promising talent for the Knights future.

U/13 Youth
This year we had one U13 team coached by Sean Conry. We could not enter
these teams without our coaches and helpers stepping up, so again a big thanks
to Sean and the many others who helped throughout the season. The team had a
fantastic season finishing 4th from 12 teams in the black division;
congratulations to all boys involved. Many of the boys also regularly helped our
U15 teams for numbers playing a second game in the afternoon. The boys
benefited greatly playing up in this age group, and a big thankyou to the parents
who enable this to happen.
U/15 Girls
It was great to see several new girls starting at Kingborough this year and a big
thankyou to the efforts of coach Duane Baker. The girls had an enjoyable and
successful year. Thank you to the parents who put up their hands each week to
help make the season a success.
Whilst the future looks bright for this next generation of senior women’s Knights,
the challenge for the club is to attract another cohort of new recruits to the club.
U/15 Boys Youth
This year Jaimie Knott, Tony Daly and Trevlyn McCallum took the reins of our two
U15 youth teams. The improvement and development in both teams across the
season was evident to all, the boys in both teams should be mighty proud of their
efforts across the season. It was great to see many of the boys rewarded for their
efforts with selection in the Premier league team throughout the season. A huge
club thanks to Jaimie, Tony and Trevlyn for their coaching and to Bec Stevenson
who did an amazing job managing player movement across all the U15 teams.

U/15 Premier League
Led by coach Ben Legg the U/15 Premier League team again had a great season.
With many of the boys new to premier league cricket and Ben in his first year as
coach there was much to learn and that they did, proving themselves early on to
be one of the teams to beat. In the T20 competition, the team won though to the
grand final and delivered the first silverware for the club in season 20/21 with a
fantastic win over North Hobart. In the one-day competition they proved the team
to beat, finishing the season on the top of the ladder.Unfortunately, the semi-final
didn’t go their way, but they can be mighty proud of the season they had. Thank
you to the tireless efforts of the parents with game day duties and Bec for her role
as team manager and manager of the whole U15 group. The final big thanks
must go to Ben, the club was delighted to appoint you as coach and your
commitment and efforts with the whole U15 group was above and beyond.
U/17 Premier League
Led by coach Richard Cowlard the team gelled from day one of the preseason
and showed great development across the year. In what was a really strong
competition for the top four spots, and with a regular rotation of players, finishing
the regular season in second spot was a fantastic result. Although University
proved too strong in the semi-finals, it was a terrific season of growth across the
entire playing group. This year we were again delighted to see several of our
talented U15 players again step up and challenge themselves in the U17 Premier
league team, and similarly it was great to see many of the boys further extending
themselves as regular players on Saturdays in senior men’s 3rd grade and second
grade teams. A big thankyou to Damon Ratcliffe as team manager, you certainly
did more than your fair share of scoring, and to all of the other parents who
assisted with scoring and running the canteen during our home games across the
year, thank you. We look forward to seeing the boys continue to develop and
emerge as senior players at the club moving forward.
Representative Cricket
Although representative cricket was largely put on hold due to COVID 19, many of
our junior boys and girls continue to be part of Cricket Tasmania’s junior talent
pathway programs and the future continues to look bright for the Knights.
Finally, I would like to thank all parents who were understanding of the
requirements of playing cricket in the face of the COVID 19 challenge. Without
your help and assistance, from coaching, to scoring and umpiring, we would not
be able to play without you.
We look forward to the continued support for the development of junior cricketers
at the Knights in the future.
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